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Behind the curtain (by Maud Burrus, photos Christelle Le Déan). The scenography is at the 

cross roads of many expertises, and it is one of the reasons why Kaplan loves so much his job in 

decorative arts. 
 

 

Tall and very energetic, Kaplan could lift mountains! Not surprising that he found his playing fields 

levelled by his dreams in artistic scenography. A fully artistic job that cannot be limited to creation 

in scenery, which stands at the cross roads of many expertises : drawing, volumes and space, 

accessories, objects and costumes. All these tools enable the realization of a specific scenic 

universe. 

 

In contact with all the decorative arts, Kaplan bounces on savouring and enriching meetings with 

fellow artists. It is pure chance if he walked in “la Rue Blanche”, the famous Paris school of theatre 

arts and techniques. Since then, he always worked in different forms of theatre, serving the 

performing arts (theatre, ballet and opera) with his own talent. In this rich path could be 

remembered the Monte Carlo ballets, the National ballet of China, the Comédie française and Opéra 

bastille, and nice encounters with Jean-Christophe Maillot, Saporta and Zhang Yimou……  

 

Kaplan loves to work with different choreographers and directors: “you must always surprise, 

change your universe, and stay critical upon yourself”. And you will find this approach in each 

project, Kaplans supports his creations in being inspired by art books or documents found 

anywhere. He only has one idea in mind : create a universe in which directors, actors, dancers and 

singers will blossom. 

 

For the theatre play “When comes the night”, from the British author Hanif Kureishi, Kaplan has 

created a scenery close to the atmosphere found in a painting from Edward Hopper, pure and sober 

enough to enable the appropriation by the director Garance. The theatre space stands naked, the 

floor is of red patina ; 2 mobiles panels suggest an interior. A free and very personal space in which 

the whole team has been able to bring its own creativity. Beside the scenery come the costumes. 

 

Kaplan draws nice and moving silhouettes, enriched with colours. Each project comes with tissue 

samples found here and there, on the open markets or at the best tissue shops. For the Chinese ballet 

“Raise the red lantern”, directed by Zhang Yimou, Kaplan revisits and redesigns Chinese costumes : 

silk dresses with flashing colours, trimmed with vegetal decoration from the Chinese printing 

tradition, painted and hand embroidered. A huge work conducted with the national Chinese ballet 

costumes workshops. Subtle in his fabric choices, refined in his colour choices and to the point 

when it comes to enable the theatre magic, Kaplan masters the transposition of reality and makes us 

dream. Let the curtain raise again and again !  


